NDSU is participating in International Writing Centers Week, February 13-19, 2011. International Writing Centers Week is an annual event organized by the International Writing Centers Association: http://writingcenters.org/. The celebration at NDSU includes the following events:

On Monday, February 14, the Center for Writers will distribute Valentines, candy, and informational brochures in the lobby of the Main Library and in the Center for Writers. Students will be able to learn about the services offered by the Center. For more information, please contact Mary Pull, Director of the Center for Writers: mary.pull@ndsu.edu.

On Thursday, February 17, the Graduate School will host a writing retreat for graduate students and faculty. This event will be held in the Meadow Lark Room in the Memorial Union from 8am-5pm. Participants will experience undisturbed writing time in the company of fellow writers. Attendees are welcome to spend the entire day, a few hours, or a few minutes on current writing projects. Snacks will be provided. For more information, please contact Karen Peirce, Graduate Writing Coordinator: karen.peirce@ndsu.edu.